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OHAPTP. I 

INTRODUCTORY 

The 1einn1' of the twentieth century might e referred 

to a the rri1eEtone Eeparating pioneer America ànd the hih1.y 

industri1ized civilization which we now know. 
With the hiftin of popu1etionE and the conequent 

.roupin of human beiflgEl into larEe and cloely knit ocia1 

units;.. contact with the outdoori haE been all but lost. Thia 

has led to the establiEhment of parkE and recreational areas 

in no t large cities a ell as park areas set aside by the 

fderal govermment. Not a small part of the value of these 

areas lies in the forest growth which they support. owever, 

in the case of city parks, the riunicipal environment is not 

conducive to healthy development of trees, and ifore often 

than not their natural reitance is incapable of keeping them 

in the hect of condition. 

It is a commentary on our wasteful methods; the treat- 

ment accorded the finest trees of our cities. They have been 

entirely subordinated to developeen± i every way their 

branches lopped to make way for a po7er line, their roots 

torn up in paving and laying water mains, and no thought given 

to their welfare. 

It iE not to be implied from thiE that development 



should be hindered in order that tree growth be preserved. 

It is. entirely possible, however, to insure a measure of 

compatibility between the two. The exercise of a reasonable 

arnDunt of care in conE truction, the proper care of necessary 

injuries, and, the minimizing of injuries should do much to 

improve the condition of trees in the cities. 

It is not strictly within the province of ForcE try to 

deal 5/ith the repair and care of trees in this country, 

though this may assume a position of greater importance in the 

future. At the present time the condition of the forests in 

the United T;tatee does not warrant any individual t'ee treat- 

ment as is the case in many of the European countries. 

Fut the development of lare recreational areas both in 

cities and elsewhere has led to a peculiar ituation which 

calls for a knowledge of tree surgery on the part of the 

manager of these areas. ThiE duty often falls to the muni- 

cipal forester employed by so many cities. It is imoerative the 

1e have some knowledce of tree repair as well as the aore 

conventional phases of Forestry. 
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CT-TAPTR IT 

TTT PI'TORY AND DELOPENT OF TE TTGRy 

o far as httory is concerned, literature centainE but 

vaue allus iena to the development of this. branch of natural 

science, though its rouh anpilcations probably arose simul- 

taneously with the cultivation of fruit trees. Earlier than 

the late Tihtenth century only the meEt mea'er re'ences 

are availatle. 

The modern history probably dates. from the year 1800 

when '7il1iam Forsythe, king's gardner at Kensinaton, made 

the odorous discovery that a mixture of cow'E dung, lime, and 

wood ashes was very efficaciouE in the treatment of tree wounds. 

This was challena.ed from many parts of the continent where 

lass piebian materials were the rule, and for Eome time letters 

of protest and defense flew thick and fast. 'ith this. im- 

pet4us, and tbe investigation reEulting, principl-s and ru1E of 

procedure were formulated which indicated a surprising grasp 

of the subject by early practitioners. 

Perhaps the foremost of these investigators was one 

îil1iam Pontey, an.Englishman who in 1805 published his 

"Forest trimer", and laid down fundamental rules which stand 
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to this day. He principally advocated making pruning cuts 

close to the thunk of the tree, and insisted that cuts be 

allowed to dry before the dressings were applied. Pe also 

sucested drsinae of holes and refilling with dry sand, the 

mouth being plugged with wood. The soundness of hiE obser- 

vations and the accuracy of hi deductions are illustraed 

by the fact that he reognized the importance of the cambium 

in tiTe healing of wounds and inmtructed that the wooden 

plug. be level with the inner bark. 

Robert Monteath of Edinburgh published in 1824, "The 

orester's G-uide", containing a description of wound treat- 

ment which shows that itE author was exceptionally modern in 

his approach to the problem and knew aliost as much Tbout the 

subject as is known today. 

Pome years later there appeared the work of Count Des 

Oars whose tPruning of Forest Treed" ammeared in 1867. Des 

Cars' main contentions were the value of close prunin and 

heavy pruning, in the rectoration of o1TJ trees. Cavities, 

however, also interested him, and mce he Was primarily 

concerned with timber trees, he confined his efforts to com- 

paratively small openings. These he advocated cleaning, 

coating with paint, and plugging with wood. 

It is logical that the development of the science should hay 

its inception in the improvement of timbèr trees. Those which 

were not fit, for this purpose were disrearded. It was a 
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relatively Ehort Etep, then, to the tree work which we 

know today and 'ith the increaE'e of T'ealth in this country, 

and the urbanization of the population, repair on trees val- 

ua'cla mainly for their aethetic value wa merely a thing tó 

be expected. 

The practice of filling timber treec in the early 

StaceE of the cienc al o led to the e1ection of materials 

which could be sawed or chopped when time for utilization 

came. These restrictions were removed, however, with the 

development of modrn repair in America where the emphasis was 

placed on trees not primarily valuable from a timber stand- 

point. It was more often that large holes were filled after 

this time, than small ones, and the most common, plastic 

substance readily availhle naturally filled the role. It so 

hapened that bricks, mortar, and concrete became the modern 

materials, being displaced to orne extent more recently by 

asphalt. 

Until recently the poc it ion of the tree - urgeon was orne 

what unfortunate. very unemployed carpenter, gardner, mechanic, 

and alienated amriculturist fancied hirnEelf a "tree doctor's 

and went about with hiE axes and saws and a Furpriing dearth of 

knowledge to leave upon the city streets the deformed results 

of his experïmentation. ?ith the advent of the larger companies 

however, the situation iE improving, rapidly and is coming to be 

recognized as a distinct profession with the obligations which 

this standing entail 
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CHAPTER II 

TYPES OF TREE fl'TJURY 

Despite the popular concption of the 1onevity and 

har'ihood of treeBin general, lt i nace ary to realize that 

inluries are 5E v?ideEpread among thi class of or5aniEmE and 

conEtitute aE real and everpresent a danger,as i the case 

with living and growing thinz of levs inresive stature. 
xcept in the case of sudden and violent injuries following 

storms, the factors which affect the health of trees are so 

slow acting and inconpicuous that to the ordinary individual, 

they may remain unnoticed for lon. perioth of time even though 

they may constitute the deadliest kind of menace. 

This, and the apparent tenthncy to over rate the powers 

of resistance in trees, probaly accounts for the fleleCt 

w-ich so often clirn the liver of many of the finest specim. 
It is ti-ia first duty of t:e tree sureon to reconize the 

sirns of ill health in hiF arboreal clients before serious 

dama.e has been done. Inurie are by no means confined to 

breakage, rots, and insects; thoe which are easily seen and 

the extent of their harm measured. These are frequently but 

secondary effects and have little to do with the true cause 
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of the disturbance. Lack of ufficient moisture due to an 

excess of paving above the roots, drairage which lowers the 
level of the water table to which the tree has become accustorhed, 
smoke and Eases in the air, and comì)actin of the soil by 

domestic animals and human beings all serve to reduce the 
tree's vitality to such an extent that the final coup de grace, 
inflicted by the host of enemies aiwayF rerent. ir merely a 

matter of time. 

The dianosis of such obscure welfare factors v:ill be 

discussed later. ThIE chapter confines itself to the more 

conspicuous and easily deüectable injuries. 

e chan ical 

echanical injuries may 'ce reduced to the imple statement 
that any breach in the tree's first wall of defence, the bark, 
constitutes an injury. 'Vhether this be the reEult of traffic 
on a city street. or t.he result of srrazin animals in the ild 
state, the delicate inner portions of the tree are laid ooen to 
infection. 

The first aid rule, irnrssdiate treatment, applies in the 
case of trees as well a elsewhere. It is imperative that the 
wound be cleansed and covered before insectE or fun.i obtain a 

foothold in the exposed wood, as the, will do very quickly. 
This is especially so in the warmer nortions of the year and 

frequent inspections are necessary after dressing to see that 
the work has been effective. 



Insects 

It will be unnecessary here to o into the innuerable 

genera and species of insects which exact a toll of one hundred 

million dollarE annually from the forests and parks of the 

United States alone. mme conception of this damaEe may be 

upon occasions of visitations of the ypsy moth of the east, 

or the extent to which the locust borer has dampened the hopes 

of those who predicted the bright future of the black locust 

for post and tie production. In the latter case, the growing 

of locust has proved, in the last few years, to be a thankless 

proposition; scarcely a sound tree is available. 

The shade and park trees have taken the brunt of this 

devastation) changing conditions having reduced the rreater 

proportion of them tothe status of weaklings. Drainage of 

the soil, fumes of factory smoke, injuries of numerous kinds 

ave lowered their natural resistance to this type of injury. 

The province of the tree surgeon, froa repair standpoint, 

embraces mainly the results of the boring insects. These are 

classed according to the peculiarities of their darrage. 

Perhaps the most injurious are the bark beetles which infect 

the cambium layer and the outer sapwood. The larval stage of 

these insects is spent boring between the bark and the wood 
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of t1e infected tree, with the result that the tree i often 

Completely irdled and, of course, kilied. At any rate, an 

infection of this kind alwa proves very weakening, inter 

rupting the flow of sap and opening the way for sr:ores of 

fungi. 

The borinp beetles corne to the sttention of the tree sur- 

on more frequently than any other kind of insect. The treat-. 

ment of this kin of injury is distinctly within his field. 

The usual methods o excavation and refilling are used. 

While the borine insectE are of more conspicuous habit that 

the 'bark keetles, their damage is of a lesser extent so far as 

the health of the tree is concerned. They confine the Tejer 

portion of their activities to the inner wood, and while they may 

ridale the inside of the tree, their action does not interfere 

so seriously TTith its chysioioics.l functions. 

Those insects which act as defoliators are perhaps better 

known in connection with ark and street trees than the borers. 

The borers and defoliators may be rou'ily divided. into separate 

groups of insects , though this classification is by no means 

entirely consistent. To the Ooleoptera, or beetle order, can 

usually be assicned the damage due to i:oring attacks, though 

not always. Th.e leopard moth, a european insect imported to 

this country, is an example, and belongs to the order Lepi- 

doptera which is usually associated with the defoliators. The 

leopard troth, however, usually confines its activities to the 

smaller limbs and seldom attacks the trunk. In its boring 
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activities the larvae may ird1e rather large limbs. The 

Hymenoptera, or wasp order, is elso a notable excéption to this 

rule, and may well be representad by the "piaon tremax" .7hich 

is often found on shade trees. 

As has been mentioned, the dafoli'ator group is larely 
confined to the order Leoidoptera, which consists of the 

moths and butterflies. Of this group the moths are the most 

important from the standpoint of tree injury. The army worm, 

the gypsy moth, the antucket tip moth, and many other well 

known tree parasites belonz to this grouo. Certain of the 

Coleoptera act as defoliators also, but their damage is relativsl 

slig.htcompared to the Lepidoptera. 

Fungi 

To the rot funoi belongs the dubious honor of providing 

the tree sureon with the bulk of the work which he is called 

upon to do. 'nere it not for this type of parasite the majority 

of trees would live twice as long as they normally do, here 

would be no narled, hollow boles to occupy the perplexed 

owners of forestad estates, and the earth would be cluttered 

with debris which should have iotted and had failed to do so. 

The rot fungi present to the tree surgeon the most dii'- 

ficult situations with which he has to work. Particularly 

in his dianosis it i essential that he be somewhat of a path- 

oloist. The obscure natre of many infections presents baffling 
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difficulty in the nTakin of clean and complete aC1E1ofl of 

infected material. It i the nature of riiany rot fungi to 

discolor the infected wood eo that lt I eaEily recon1zab1e 

and may be rerve without reat dlfficulty. There are others, 

however, 'WereIn the incipient Etae sra carcely dicernab1e 

from the sound wood and lt i necessary to reort to micro- 

Ecopi:c analysis in order to delineate the lineE of decay. 

Others, v;hile 1nfectin the heartood and Epreadin Elo!1y 

through it, will advance the incipient Etae at a much reater 

rate through th eaEily penetrable pith and thus defy detection. 

It iE theEe things that make diagnosis and complete repair 

eEpecially uncertain. 

According. to the manner in which they affect the hoEt 

tree, the rot. funFi may be placed into four rough groups, each 

of which presents its own Epecific problem; tbòse which infect 

the hark, sapwood, heartwood, or root system. 

Derhaps the best known of the bark infetinc funci. are 

the two which have been instrumental in endanering the exis- 

tence of two of America's most valuable tree species; the 

Chestnut Bli:ht nd the 'hite ine h1iter rust. The former 
7 

has accounted for the majority f the existing Chestnut timber,1 

and the l:tter is even now ravaging the last great white pine 

stands to be found on the continent. In orchard trees, the 

several hark rots and cankers which affect the susceptibe 

apple tree are the most representative. The bitter rot, as 
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well as a number of others', also affectE the fruit, CEIUE1n, 

great damage in many partE of the country. The characteristic 

action Of the bark decays conc lEts mainly of' injury to the 

cambium, destroying it in lar,e patches which become cracked 

and sunken and dry ih th final Etages of infection. 

The fungi attacking Eapwood Ecarcely merit the designation 

of true pareEites. In the main, they confine their injury 

livinc trees to those which are o injured by fire, EunEcald, 

or frost as to be redily E.usceptihle. UEually the dead bark 
1A 

is attacked first, spreadine later into the sapwood. 

Cf all the rots diEcuEsed, the heartrots are probably 

the most important commercially. They are truly parasitic and 

enter the tree from any expoEure of raw wood surfaces.. After 

gainin.cr. entrance throuh a wound or branch stub they penetrate 

to the heartwood and spread upwar' smi down through the heart. 

Their one redeeming feature, and that Thes not apply to timber 

trees, is the fact that their infection i of no immediate 

danger to the physioloical 'oroceEses of the tree. "ith the 

sapwood intact, the tree's functions may continue uninterru,.ted 

and weakenine of the bole be the only harmful result for a 

period of many ycarE. 

Fortunately the root infecting. fungi are comparatively 

few numerically, for their infection is almost impossible to 

combat and extremely destructive. The most common rot of this 

hind is the honey mushroom, or Arrriillaria melba. This rot 

is characterized by the production of black, Etring-like 
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rhizomorphs which enter the roots by way of a ound beneath 

the soil, spreading throuh the roots ana killing the cambium. 

tmhey work in the most inconspicuous' olace possible and often 

tI-e only intimation of infection is the throwing of the tree 

by the wind when the roots are incapable of supoorting it 

frther. 

o persistant is this fungus in the soil that, after in- 

faction has been discovered and the tree removed, it is unsafe 

to plant again in the vicinity for several years. 
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CHAPTER IV 

REPAIRI MEFTA'IOAL INJURY 

It ii unneceEsary, in the conideration of wounds and 

other nechanical injuries, to zo deeply into the phy iolocical 

funct1on of the tree .hich need to 1e conidered zhen repair 

in injuries of this kind. However, it my not be out of 

place to call attention to the flo.': of water and di solved 

materials v:ithin the tree, and the healinr process which 

t when a wound i EUE tamed. 

r 
Fis. I - How ounds affect the flow of sae. 

It must he remeìr'oered, in the treatment of wounds, that 

the flow of sap is confined larely to the longitudinal 

directions; the sapwood carrying water and materials up 

from the roots, and the downward transportation toward the 

roots is taken care of by the live oortion of the inner 

bark. It may be readily seen from this that woundE of any 

great extent are likely to interfere seriously with the vital 

rocesEes of food transportation. 

Then a v1ouM is inflicted in the bark of a tree, there 
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is a diversion of the downward flow, and this diversion 

increases directly with the width rhther than with the 

lenpth of th wound as shown in Fia,. I. A long and narrow 

wound is the less harmful a the sap is diverted the least 

and a healinc callus may be quickly formed. 

Illustration IV, Fig. I aows this condition and tha 

results of a jagged wound which i not handled properly. The 

areas A and E, receiving less than their proper proportion of 

sap, may be expected to die back and this should be con- 

sidered in treatment. The two areas must be removed and 

the wound rounded as nearly öval as possible so that aequal 
flow of saw will he available to all parts. 

In cavity work, where an incision is necessary in order 

to remove infect:»i material, thi i a rule which must 'ca 

kept in riind. A cut which is long and narrow, running long- 

itudinally with he bole or limb being treated. is wreferable 

at any time to a wider one. 

Likewise,the proper location of incisions is a conEider- 

ation of para-ount importance . In view of the principles 
mentioned, it i obviou that an incision should never be made 

just below a '0wing limb if it i at all possible to locate 

it else'here. Thp, tending to flow in straight lines, would 

be cut off from the limb by removal of the apwood directly 

beneath it. The same rule holds for placing an incision 

above a healthy root. ither the incisionE shold be a 
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sufficient distance away from the limb or root for the flow 

of sep to be undisturbed, or a more suitable location should 

be chosen. 

In borings made for the purpose of locstin the extent 

of rot or cavities, the holes should be bored one directly 

above the other, or if the tree is spiral, followin the 

twist of the rain. 

It may be well to note the phenomonen of healin', which 

takes place in the tree, and becomes a factor 711th which the 

tree surgeon must reckon. It is necessary, in order to 

apply the principles of healing, that th practitioner under- 

stand themanrier in which this ¶ accomolished. 

'Then a wound i inflicted, tte fir ion o: the 

tree is an attempt to repair the break in the hark, and mce 

the cambium is the only eanE of replacing destroyed tissue, 

it falls to thà1ot of thi organ to repair the damage. 

In the first sta"es of the process, a greatly stimulated 

rate of growth may be noted in which a heavy roll of tissue is 

formed bt the edges of the wornd. This is the first effort of 
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the cambium to replace that which via lost. Fis. 2 illue- 

trates this. gradual layers of calluE are built up in the 

years or rowing seasons which follo: until the wound is 

completely covered and the bark is again intact. 

However, it lE durin the time that the wound i inflicted 

and the time that the callus coveritg once more excludes it from 

the outside enemies which t-ke advantage of such a situation, 

that the tree surgeon comes in. 

There may be a period of years,here,when the raw wood is 

oìjen and unprotacted, and it l this type of injury that 

u.tirnately leads to most of the caseE of decay and death. 

it is obvious that, in such a case, two necessary procedures 

must 'ce followed to lessen the daner of the wound; lt must 

be covered or coated to exclude the inects and fungi which 

would otherwise aln entrance, and the natural healing facul- 

ties of the tree must be asEited. Once these two objectives 

are accorplished, the wound will heal over satisfactorily and 

the physioloc-icsl nrocesses of the tree will go on undisturb- 

ed. 

It is traditional that paint and tar should be used for 

both purooses stated above. The value of these two dressings 

has remained unquestioned for -ears despite the evidence of 

their inferiority. This is due largely to the prevalence of the 

opinion that wounds ontrees are dresse for appearance alone. 

There is no question, however, that it is difficult to 

obtain a dressing which fulfills all the necessary requirements 



of tree ork. Any freshly exposed woodsurface tE moist and 

-ill remain so for some time. Thus, it is sure to season and 

check as it drieE out. It can readily be irnained the effect 

of this nroces on inelastic substances like paint and tar. 

o far there has been dis covrea no ay to prevent a wound 

from dyin,and the result on a tar or paint dressing is a mul- 

titude of cracks which allow easy access to insects and spores. 

In order to prevent this, it must be realized that the 

method of application of paint and tar is at fault as well as 

the materials themselves. The wound should be sterilized as 

well as possible and allowed to dry before being dessed. Then 

care should be taken to renew the apnlication until all season- 

ing checks and cracks are filled with both the antiseptic and 

the protective dresin,. Traquent care is often the criteria 

of success in tree work of any kind. 

To theantiseptic solutions used for dis infecting wounds 

before dressing. belong all sprays and powders used to combat 

fungus diseases. Included in these are copper sulph:te soution 

and lime-sulphur wash. It may be noted here, also, that when- 

ever trees are sprayed with a fungicide, it is well to attend 

to all bark wounds at the same tine. The bark should be sprayed,I 

especially any broken alaces, as well as the leaves. 

Among te antiseptic solutions may be listed fw'ther)cor- 

rosive sublimate and formalin. T0 mix he former, two ounces to 
I 

fifteen gallons is used, and one ounce to two gallons for the 

latter. 



The commercial wood preEervativeE are among the best anti- 

septic dressings. Coal tar creosote is probably among the bast 

with cartolineurn about equal. However, care should be taken to 

be certain that the creosote is distilled only from coal tar. 

Any of the well advertised brands are satisfactory. 

Carbolinaurn is the subject of much disar:ement among 

arboriculturists. There are those who maintain that it is 

harmless tp cambium and sapwood. and there are those who are 

able to demonstrate that trees have been killed by its unwise 

use in this respect. whatever the case, it is best, until 

matters have been settled to confine it use to heartwood. 

For te treatment of large wounds it is very valuable as it 

has great antieptic properties and pe:etrates deeply into the 

wood, especially when heated. 

It is not, however, a substitute for heavir materials when 

the wound has thorou::hy dried. It should be followed by a 

dressing of sufficient consistency to bridge the checks which 

result from drying, 

This is the proper function of paint. fter drying,the 

wound should be covered with a heavy application of white leaa. 

This should be followed by a second application as soon as: any 

checking is noticed. 

Tlaters cement is coming into rapid favor as the idea of 

two dressings; one of antiseptic and one of filler, becomes more 

general. Tiaters' cenient, is plastic and is applied with a spatula 

to the wound. It has no antiseptic properties, however, hence the 

double application. It haE the further advantage of being rel- 
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at ively Inexpens Ive. 

Grafting wax aleo hì its place in the treatment of tree 

v;ounds. Though It adheres imperfectly, it is harleE' to the 

most delicete tIeue and may be used to protect fresh :ound 

However, it is costly and is not Euitabla for a permanent 

dres s ing. 

Tar, as previously mentioned, lE Oria of the most popular 

dressings in use at the present time. However, attention should 

be called here i o the "coal tar paints" which are often erroneous 

ly suprosed to be satlEfactory for dressings. These consist 

merely of an asphaltum material disolved in benzina or some 

otIer solvent, and have no value hatever for dressings. Their 

principal drswhackE are that they are too thin, disEolve eCE uy 

in water, and dry brittle. ObviouEly this makeE them unfit 

for tree work. The Eame fright be said for any tar product with 

these qualities. 

Coal tar itself, extracted from the distille.tion of hi- 

tuminous coal, has its uses, hoviever, and may be listed as one 

of the satisfactory dressings under the proper conditions. 

It is best used in heavy apllcationE in winter 'han It is 

heated to be applied. It should he applied to dry surfaces 

which are not too large. 

One of the drawbacks of tar which should he remetered is 

its tendency to crack, and if applied to a moist Eurface, to 

blister. Th1E necessitete frequent redressing. A coat of tar 

must be applied to large wcunds twice the first year and every 
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second year thereafter until a heavy, im;erviouE layer i formed. 

Recently there have appeared on the market a number of 

substituteE for tar which, in most cases, are a definite im- 

provernent. For the most part they are not so subject to 

cracking as coal tar. In applytn the heavier forms, which 

must be heated, a nuiber of difficulties are met with. To 

avoid the drawbacks incident to heatin, it is well to flu 

the thaterial with some kind of flux: gasoline, various pet- 

roleu.m oils, linseed, and other veetat1e oils being used. 

The cheaper mineral oils are to be preferred for this 

purpose, and the use of aasoline or benzine is to be dis- 

couraged as the mixture dries brittle. 

Thoucth, in most cases, a dressing of the aterials dis- 

cussed is sufficient treatment for injuries, there are times when 

an even stronger and more impervious material is needed. This 

applies when the possibility of future redressing is uncertain, 

or when the wood beneath the dressing is infected with borers 

which may 'ce able to penetrate the regulsr dressing. It is 

possible, in a case like this, to apply a sheet of copper or 

zinc to the wound, properly painted over with tar. 

Sheet metal for such work is relatively'exensive, however, 

and usually a fabric, saturated with the dressing compoun, is 

used instead. There are many materials which may be used for 

this purpose, cotton padding being th: best. This costs about 

five ¿ente per qure yard and may be bought anywhere. 

In applying the reinforced dressing, a thorough coat of 



asphalt compound, preferably, i applied to the wound. This 

is allowed to dry a few days. Then the cotton padding, cut to 

fit, is saturated with the dressing and. pressed to the wound. 

The rouhedes of the cottoh are removed with a razor blade and 

several coats of dren. are arolied at the proper intervals. 

It is well to keep in mind, in any Work involving bark 

injuries, the exact nature of .the healing process 'hich takes 

place, and to máke allowances accordinly. Fig. 2 illuE trates 

the)growtb of the cambium to repair a wound, and this manner 

of repair should te considered. That is to say, when a wound 

is being dressed,a powerful antiEeptic such as carbolineum 

should not be allowed to touch the delicate cambium. It should 

he painted on to oithin half an inch of the bark and the dress- 

ing coopleted with some less toxic material. Also, it is un- 

wise to apply too heavy a dreEsîng if complete and ìnconpic- 

uous hea in lE desired. Theie must alwayE b Eufficlent room 

left for the owth of the cambium over t:e dressing. This Is 

shoon in Fi. 3. 
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Fracing 

Fracing is an important chase of tree repair which 

he for it objective prevention of inlury rather than 

actual repair after an injury has been inflicted. 

It may be Eald that any factor which causes a tree, 

or ny oortion of a tree, to ecome o heavy in proDortion 

to its strength that breakage is imminent, requires cor- 

rection by bracing. This may be due t the presence of 

decay, insects, a bad crotch, or merely natural growth. 

Breakage is quite often the result of decay either in 

a limb or the trunk. If the decay is attended to, and the 

limb or trunk braced, the "expectancy of life" may be pro- 

longed indefinitely. 

'o long, in a tree which i decayed. ¿s the bark and the 

sapwood rein good enoucTh condition to allow the functions 

of the tree to proceed uninterrutedly. mechanical weakness 

may be compensated for wholly or in Tert by proper bracing. 

There is considerable variation in the necesity for 

bracing 'oetween the different species of trees. However, it 

is a good rule that trees with horizontal, spreading limbs, 

weak wood, subject to bad crotches, and like weaknesses will 

require bracing more frequently than others. 

A widespread method of bracing which should be dis- 

couraged is the practice of strengthening the limbs of old 

trees by means of iron band- passed around the limbs and 
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anchored to the trunk, or the we of chans for the 

same purpose. It is uual1 found that theEe bands break in 

time, after having first cruched the cambium and unken 

deeply into the wood. ThuF the bark is killed and the very 

object of bracing is defeated. Yo rrethod of bracing should 

ever be wed 'oh will contrict the înd hinder growth. 

FIg.4- The right and the wrong way to brace a limb. 

The above figure shows the resulte of imnroper bracing 

by the use of bands, and likew1e the proper method which does 

away with the tendency to conctrict the hark by the use of 

a bolt. 

Then a band is placed around the limb of a tree, from 

one fourth to one half the eanThium is ultimately killed. y 

using, a bolt inEtead. this may be reduced to anproximately one 

fifteenth or even 16Es. Machine holtE should be used for this 

purpose, & the nut and washer counterEunk through the bark 

a about ari eiehth of an inch into the wood. This allows 

the camhlum to quickly grow a callus over the wound. 

A great many materials have been used for bracing in the 

past. Chains have always been widely used and have the advantage 

of hein easily aDlIed, though they are expensive and conspic- 

uous and rust badly. Iron rodE have the same drawbacks, and in 
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addition require a great deal of blacksmith work to fit them 

to the job being done. The more rodern materials used are 

heavy wire and wire rope, connected to bolts through the limb 

instea; of bands. Theshave the advantage of being easily 

worked, relatively ineaensive, and entirely adequate for the 

purpose. 

In bracing limbs, the brace should be allowed to sag 

somewhat to allow for the nstural movement of the limb. The 

resiliancy of the wood will be adequate for most movement. The 

purpose of tracing is to check any movement beyond the capacity 

of the limb. 

Obviously1 this cannot be sicîlied where the trace is ised 

to close a crack such a a snlit crotch. In this case, the 

brace irus t he dran uic tightly end assume the entire burden 

of suprortinc' the limb. 

Fig. 5- ?racing a split tree and a double trunk. 

The bracing of limbs is not the only mechanical rpair 

which the tree sur.eon is called uwon to handle, however. 

It is not an infrèquent occurence to find the entire bole of 

small, especially crotched trees, solit as a result of a storm 

or heavy snowfall. In this case bracing, is indicated and it may 
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be that with proper treatment the dsmage may be completely 

repaired. The simplest form of hracin is necesary in 

a case of this kind. mely, a straight bolt or tw through 

the trunk. The bolts should be painted with tar before being 

inserted, and likewise the counter-sinks for the head and the 

nut of each. 'ihat has been Eaid previously regarding the 

placing of s bolt through a limb applies here also. All exposed 

wood and iron should be coated with dressing to prevent the 

entrance of spores and insects. The bolt head and nut will 

Soon he grown over by the cambium and the tree will be as 

stroncr as ever. 

It i unwito lolt two separate limbs together with a Eing] 

bolt as the twiEtin-. motion of the limbs will be likely to split 

one or the other. In euch a case it is better to use wire or 

wire rope attached to two eyebolts. A jointed rod may be uEed 

also)providing sufficient play i allowed for lateral :ovement. 

In bracing weak, vertical limbs, eyebolt and turnbuckles 

may often be used to advantage, the turnbuckles being used for 

t ichtenin. 

Fig. 6-Pracing of vertical limbs. 

Usually, in hracing.s of thi kind, it is preferable to 

have weak liith on opponite rides balance one another. If a 

large limb must be braced un tight to the trunk to òlose a 

crack or relieve th strain on a filling, an iron rod should 
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be used. A rod hooked at each end to two eye'colts is best 

for this purpose. Tihtenin may be done by bolts, and a 

long thread on the rod should 'ce provided. for this purpose. 

A turnbuckle may 'ce used with this also, especially where 

the strain is ereat. 

In the cases of sorne limbs, where bracin' to other liThE 

or the trunk i impossible, a pole brace may he necessary. 

An iron rod or a pole with an iron point may he used here. 

The point is deeply inserted into the under side of the 

limb and the connection dressed. The rod is made firmly to 

the limb in such a way that it i lifted with the limb in 

stormy weather. 

Occasionally it may be necessary to brace two limbs or 

aeeions of a split trunk apart to keep them from rubhin2 and 

producing wounds in thsay. 

Oenerally, the least valuable 

of the two limbs should be removed 

Failing this, however, a hole msy be 

bored into the worn surface of each 

and a short iron rod inserted to hold 

them apart. 

Buffers may be used to correct this conditthn aleo. 

The above figure shows how these are placed on each limb at 

the point of contact, the buffers receivin. the wearing 

action incident to movement. 
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CHAPTER V. 

TYPES OF CAVITIES AD TREATMENTS 

In the treatment of cavities of any type it is 

necessary to remember that constant modification of 

practice is the rule. ach individual caEe must be dia- 

nosed according to its on peculiarities, and proper allow- 

ances made accordingly. 

erhaps the commonest type of cavity whict the tree 

surgeon will be called upon to treat will be those result- 

in from incorrect pruninp of limbs or incorrect care of the 

wound after pruning. 

Rotten branch stu'os and knot holes are the fore-runners 

of a reat percaitape of large cavities which develop later. 

Due to the essential nstre of such injuries it is 

necessary, in most cases, that traatmen be rapid and coon- 

omical. In the case of shallow cavities nf thiE kind it is 

advisable to u&e the open ystem of treatment in which no 

fillinn is used. 

In ti-fe case of deeper cavities, however, 

an incision is necessary and the infected wood 

must be removed and the cavity filled with the 

'cast material for the pvrpose. In some such 

cases, complete removalof the infece ood 

is not de irable, but on the hôle, it may be 



said that the general princi-o)es for cavity 'ork apply here 

as elsewhere. 

Often the removal of the infected wood itself presents 

a problem of considerable difficulty. It lE often necessary 

to cut in below the hole in order to 

et at the infected material which 

i not within reach from the mouth 

of the cavity. In this case, as 

much distance as possible Ehould 

he left between the holes in order 

that the bark remain alive between 

them. This is particularly true 

when the cavity is extended fa into 

the limb or trunk. 

It may be that more than one such opening be required, 

though this must be re orted to only when absolutely necessary 

as each additional openine increaseE the danqer of water seeping 

into the cavity. 

when the excavation has beencompleted, the mouth of 

the cavity ust be enlared ana the inrowin callus removed. 

The fi1lin. to he used depends both upon the extent of the 

cavity and its position in the tree. A trunk cavity may very 

well he filled with cement, particularly where there is little 

likelihood that the filling will he subject to strain. If the 
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cavity is in a limb where the twist and strain of movement 

would tend to crack the cement how ever, a more elaEtic 

fi1lin is required. A dressin of asphalt is the best in 

this case; either briquettes, hot asphalt and sawdust, or a 

mixture of the two. 

For the general class of small holes in any portion of 

the tree, when filling is desirable, the best material is 

asphalt and sawdust mixture or asphalt and excelsior. Tuch 

a case may ocurr when treatinc' large, shallow 'bark wounds. 

In cleaning the wound, the cal'us may be undermined to some 

extent, and this hollow may be ucoessfully treated in this 

way. The mixture may be held firm by driving several nails 

throuh the fil1in and into t"e Wood. 

Perhaps the commonest type of large cavity i found in 

the base of the trunk where decay has set in from either bark 

wounds or infected roots. 
\ 

f 
/ 

1 

These cavities are not particulaly 
/ 

j 

difficult to treat except that excvat- 
f 

J( f 
ion may be complicated by removal of the 

II 

dead material in the root system. It i 

j J 

be a: complete as po:: iie, even t ork 

ing deeply into the large root:. It may be necessary t.o make 

one or more secondary openings in the roots to facilitate 

removal of the hidden material. These onenings are usually 

better made in the depressions between the roo,ts. where feaE&le1 

a: this does not ttrfere so 'reat1y With the root functions. 
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In ìny caie of t1E kind it i Imperativa that due con- 

siteration be given t the functionE of the root EyEtem, and 

that excavation not interfere ith the flow of ao. 

I-t 1E usually neceary, in basal cavitie, to "ground" 

the fil'lin 'by d1gin down a foot or more infront of the 

cavity EQ aF o. proTIde an anchorace fo the fiumE. There 

decay i present or likely in the roots belo? the repair, the 

soil ahould be du away and proper crecautionE: taken. Drain- 

ae of the cavity hou1d be adequately provided for also. This 

is especiáily important in the Eecies of treeswhich do not 

have taproots a the decay may creep in beneath the fillin5. 
D 

Fracing seldort required in this type of filling as the 

center of the cavity i u'uaIy so much lerçer than the opening 

that there i litle daner of the material becoming 1ooened. 

Neither, in thiE case, are braces required for strenthening. 

Tar is adeuate for treatent of the walls of the cavity 

as drainage is good enouch to keep it cufficiently dry. 
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In fi11in, care Ehould be taken that any pocketE caused 

by excision of material fror roots and Emaflar protuberances 

of the trunk are filled with an asphalt mixture or a mixture 

of tar and ahes. Pefore the concrete filling is begun, any 

soil which has been removed fron- arcund the roots and the base 

of the cavity should be replaced with ashes or gravel. 

hen the concrete filling is put in, adequate allowance 

must he made for cracking. Although it Would seem that there 

is little trunk movement o low, it i necessary to anticipate 

a certain amount, and the filling should be divided into 

sections. 

Fillings of concrete may be left Without kind of dress- 

in in most cases, thouch it i sometimes advisable to paint 

the surface with tar or aEphalt, paying particular attention to 

the edges. 

In cases where the decay has advanced a considerable way 

up the trunk of theO tree, te method ofilling is identical, 

except that bracing, is often required to strengthen the con- 

crête and prevent excessive cracking. 

In contrast with the comparatively simple basal cavities, th 

decay of the upper trunk prevents a n-ore difficult operation. 

These cavities are usually cau ed by the Vrenching out of a large 

lin-b or a E CriQuE bark wound. 

ExtenE ive decayed areas especially make for laborious 

excavation. In Euch a case, sounding lE indicated to determinîe 
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the extent of the decay. ThiE i done with a half inch bit. 

Once the boundarieE of the infected area re located, the 

maeriEtl may be removed in one of several ways. If the shell 

of the trunk is relatively thin, it is best to ElnIply enlarge the 

present opening as much as i necessary. However, when there is 

considerable thickness of wood left, a number of holes may be 

made and the material rdmoved throuh tese. In makin Euch 

openin.s it is wise to conside the effectE on the strength of 

the tree and to pace them o that a minimum of weakening may 

be expected. 

The principal consideration in an excavation of this kind 

is to aee that drainage is ell nrovided for. The mEide of the 

cavity should be sloped to insure the drainage of 'any water 

which may seep in before the growth of the callus has covered the 

crack between the tree and the filling. 
L 

Usually, in filling a cavity of 

this kind, adequate bracing is essential.. 

Cavities having great vertical dimens ions 

must. be braced horizontaly. If the 

cavity has left the trunk in a very weak 

condition, the entire tree may ebraced to 

another one nearby. It is ao adviEable, 
in Eome flases, to prune back the heavy 

brEnches, and thus decreaEe the weight 

of the crown. 

Once th excavation is complete, strict attention Ehould 

be paid to theniatter of dressing. If the cavity is easily 
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accessible melted asphalt is ery satisfactory. If not, 

dissolved asphalt may he uEed vith good results. 

o far as fillings for this type of cavity is concerned, 

asphalt is by fsr the best material. However, this is only 

äppiicahio to Email cavities ihere a areat outlay of material 

is not necessary. If the portion of the trunk containing the 

cavity lE not sub1ect to c!reat strain, a braced concrete filling 

may do very atlsfactorily. If concrete is used a Eurface 

coat of some 7:aterproof dressin should be applied. 

Injuries to trees near crotches may develop into cavities 

which are extremely difficult to treat. ThiE is due to the 

difficulties of mäkina the repair waterproof and to the Ereat 

amount of strain ohich developes in these locations. 

Perhaps the primary consideration in on injury cf this 

kind is proper bracing preceedinc flllin'. ( 

f " 
, Usually, in the case of a crotched 

/ 
tree, lt is most adviahle to anply a 

rat'cr hoavy brtce to the to ranches ' 

of the trunk above th pound . This re- 

l4eves the Ftrain oi the "saddle", and :' 

alloys the filling to remain more 

stationary. 
. 

2. 2. 

Several heavy bolts should be placed through the thickest 

portion of the saddle and tightened to rri,nirnize tiTe strain and 

reduce the moflth of the opening. Furthermore, the 'alls' of the 

trunk mus-t be made as rigid as possible by the addition of 
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heavy pIece of hardwood forced crosswiEe inside. 

Concrete should never be used to fill a "saddle" cevity. 

If the tree is not worth the exuense incident to fi1lin with 

asphalt it iE better reroved entirely. 

The most extenive for of tree 
\ 

repair jE' in the treatment afl fil1in of 
\ 

o0 
(D 

,, ,, u 
cruirnney cavities where the entIre heart- 

wood of the tree is rotted away. The main 

difficulty in treating a cavity of this kind °O 

lies in the renoval of dead wood . 1here 
o 

the rot is etenEive and has infected O 

lirrhs as well a the trunk, it is Eoetine .° 

' 
00 

rore feasithie to Terely furniato the inside 
o°° 

of the tree, spray it thorouhly with Car- ° 

bolineurn, and close all openings tihtly. 
// ( 

\\0 

y the use of large oenings, correctly located, it is 

often possible to remove the decayed wood by usine long-handled 

tools . Tometimes the decay ay }ie remoyed by firins the inside, 

bein( sure to control the draft through the upper opening. 

Filling this kind o cavity corrplately with concrete is at 

once wasteful and unnecessary The figure above showE the proper 

procedure by the use of concrete, cinders, and asphalt briquettes 

The bulk of the cEviy may be left open in some caE:es, the 

briquetteE being supported by an ins id*latform. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SYSTEI1S OF CAVITY REPAIR 

Open 3ystem 

There are two schools of thought among tree surgeons 

as to the relative value of fillings in the treatment of 

cavities. 

There are those, with considerable support to their, 

claims, who contend that if all po s l'ale mois ture is ex- 

cluded from the cavity, a thorough 

dressing applied, and the openings 

treatment i necesary. These are 

system or the caDnin" ystem. 

On defense of filling on the 

the strengtening of the tree by t 

sates for its increased cost. 

coat of antiEeptic)and 

well plugged1no further 

the exponents of the open 

other hand, it is held that 

ie filliiíg more than compen- 

There are arguments on both sides; all having some merit. 

The open system of tree repair is relatively simple. 

In the case of smaller cavitie caused by the breakage or loss 

of limbs from the trunk, it i merely neceEE'ary to gouge out the 

decayed wood, trin' the bark around the wound, and apply a heavy 

coating of preservative and dreEsing. T th in this type of 
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injury an In rror.e etnE1ve cvit1eE, no allowance i made for 

the ro11In of the ca11u into the wound. Accordinp to the 

exponents of this method no physio1oicl herrr lE done by 

al1owin unrestricted growth of the callus. 

The very nature of this kind of treetment preEupposes- fre- 

quent reinspection. This, and exceptional care in the dressing 

of the interior of the cavity are the irincipa1 prerequisites 

to successful work of this kind. 

30 far as excavation is concerned, the method followed is 

essentially the same as for other typeE of treatment with the 

exception that no oindwòod need be removed so as to shape the 

cavity to retain a filling. 

The problem of "pot holes", or depressions at the bottom 

of the open cavity may he handled in several different ways. 

It 15. claimed by sorse that if a sufficiently heavy oeting of 

dressin' is used in these cases, ïter standing at the bottom of 
ff?( 

J/ II'! k ))('[ 
)( 

//k Á' 
the cevity will io no harm. This may be true in orce mr tances, 

though the action of frost murt be taken into account also. 

There are several ways of assuring drainage of "pot holes". 

The figure above illustrates the most common; a partial filling c 

asphalt may be used to the level of the opening, or the opening 

may be extended by cutting. 



Capping 

Capping with metal was one of the first methods of deslin 

with cavities in trees. From the very nature of the r:ater lais 

however, its use is now limited to s eqial cases. 

Treatment, up to the point of covering, is not unlike that 

of the open method, though the callus must be handled in a 

different manner. 

After th: cavity is cleaned and a dressing applied to the 

inside, the callus must be cut hack so that firm wood is 

available for nailing the sheet 

metal over the oening. At least 

three cluarters of an inch ìust he 

cut hack, as nearly on the same 

plane as possible, and all livinm. 

tissue removed. Care mus t be used ____________ 

to see that no live hark remainin 

the cavity as t-is would mean that the ca pl g would ultimately 

be displaced. 

The metal cam shuld he laid in such a way that the edges 

of the shet and the nailheads will be mrown over as cuickly 

as possible. The metal sheet rs ust be sunk slightly below 

the level of the cairbium. in any case, to insure 'iuick and 

adequate healinp.. 

It is obvioüs, frow the manner of thic kind of remaîr, that 
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there are many inEtances in which it i the rpoet undeEirahle 

type of treatmnt. Th1E lE mrticularly true where there le 

a re at, deal of irovment of the lieTh or trunk in which the 

cavit: ocurre. It may 'ce stated as a ,eneral rule that any 

portion of the tree Thich i subject to etrain Ehould not be 

treated by this method. 

There have been attempts made to overcome this defection 

by the use of overlapping plates of metal which would allow 

fár a certain amount of movement. This has hardly proven 

practical, however, as the cuttinE and. fitting consume more time 

and exDenee than the conditions usually warrant. 

The caDnln method may be uEed with success on the ca.viies 

incäent to Etu'c 'crabches and other emall injuries. 

In treating the cavity to be capped, no asec ially heavy 

dressinc on the mEide i necessary. Usually a thorough coating. 

11?tI/t 
of arholineum i that iF 

A heavy coatinc of dresEin. should be applied tothe metal, 

especially aroun the edges. ThiE lE both to prevent the entra±c 

of water and to protct he nails which otherwise might ruEt out. 

Copper nails, of courEe, would obviate thIE danger. 

Fillings 

The excavation of cavities, for filling differs.. only 

slightly from excavations for other t.ynes of 'epsir. The 

principal oblective of such excavation i to so shape the 

cavity that the filling will he 68E uy retained onee it is in 

place. Thia necessitates removine, a good deal of Eound wood 

which would otherwiEe be eft in place. 
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In filling work,nsrticular attention Ehould be paid to the 

mouth or opening of the vity. The lin, whether covered by 

inroviin cslluEes or not, 'hould be cut back so that two or 

three inches of sound apwood will urround the orfice. The 

inside should be shaped so that a minimum of cracking :ill 

take place. This i epecilly important when the filling is 

located in a portion of the tree that is subjct to a great 

deal of strain. 

ht has been said before concerning the shape of the 

mouth goes doubly here, since further shaping is much more 

difficult after the fillinr is in place. The opening must be 

rounded carefully to orevent the dying back of patches of bark 

above and belo-» it with consequent infection by insects and 

fuhgi. 

Pracing ir an important item in filling work and should be 

dons carefully, the tresses ocurring in the reon of the 

filling being studied before-hand to determine the ccct place- 

ment of the brrces. 

The machine bolts usually sed for this work are better 

threaded at both ends so that either end may be used to 

tighten the bolt. The smallest size bolt practicable must he 

used to prevent the necessity of cutting, large holes in the 

bark and sapwood for insertinc them. 

The sockets in the hark and sapwood 

us t be kept as small as ross ible. 
I 

A deep socket hich ma he covered over 

-t/,1Ì 

,dIVo4ß?C Two methods of 

has a better acpesìrnce, butAis cained bracing a cavity. 

at the expense of rencth. 
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Special care rrut be usad in dreEsin of the cavity 

when filingE are to be made. After excavation, if the cavity 

is relatively dry, antlEentic and drein may be placed. in the 

cavity immediately. However, 1f the interior is mois1 to any 

considerable extent, dry1n is absolutely necessary or reinfactioi 

is certain to develop. The dryina may te accomplished either by 

leav1nc the work unfInished for several weeks or months, or a 

tlowtorch may he used 1f the work must be completed at once. 

Carholineum Is: perhaps the best antiseptic to use, and a 

dressin5 no li'hter than asphalt should follow. Tar may be used 

here vzith zood re ults . edler s to s ay, the dres sin should 

be ap-lied after bracing i- complete an a thorouh coating 

must ha given to all exposed metal and wood surfaces. 

If borinR insects have nenetrated beyond the raion of the 

decay, fumigation may be nacessary. The holes must all he closed 

tightly sn a rag soaked with a teaspoon of carbon dis.ulphide 

for every cubic foot of space placed into the hol.ow. 

Concrete fillings are perhaps the boat knows of all work 

done in tree repair. The oreVious assumption as: to its 

strenetheninc properties has been 4uestioned, however, and the 

present opinion is that its value. lies -princip/y in its aase 6f 

application snd adaptation to irregular cavities. 
f( 

I j 

. 

;'c7 

Concrete is set into cavi les in 

: (Ø one of two ways; the dry method2whereby 
; 

a m ixture of ono oert cernant to four parts 
o 

oO 

natural gravel is mixed dry in the cavity 

with wet stones. This method has the advantacse of ia- in 
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with the buildinc. up of a barrier of material before the 

opening of the cavity to 
hold!the mixture until it sets, one 

disadvantage of the wet method. 

The wet method consists of cuildin up the wet concrete 

mLKture in the cavity, following it upward with a dam of braced 

tarpaper or caMvas. 

In either of thece methode., due 

consideration must he given to the 

movement of the tree, depending on 

the location of the filling. 

DivisionE of the fillin7, may 

'ce made by laying a E action of tarpaper 

or other material between the actions. 

These sections should be made sloping 

downward to prevent the entrance of water into :: ìity. 

ewspaper is advocated by some for this purpoEs1aE it can be 

cut readily when dreing the Eurface. 

hen the concrte is dry, a thick coating of dressing or 

paint should be applied. 

Asphalt and mixtures of 

excelsior is probably the mo 

used for cavity work, thoumh 

This is especia' y tue when 

not overly valuable. 

asphalt and sand, sawdust, or 

t satisfactory dressing that can be 

the cost lE in Eome cases prbhihitiv 

the cavity is large and the tree 

One of the mostEsatiEfactory fillincs for cavities' .':hich 

are rimideither throu.h bracins. or their location in the tree) 

l's an asphalt mixture faced with a metal cap. ThiE is an ex- 

pensive rrocess, however, and modification may be best by using 
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a cheaper backing for the cap. 

The most adaptable material from every tandpoint are 

aschalt briquettes, of which mention ha been made pr3viously. 

This method has the advantace oÍ' uti2zing a plastic material, 

an important consideration in any work of this kind. 

The briquettes ae built up in the cavity after the proper 

excavation and treating, and the whole mass hound together by 

melted asphalt. To crevant the inevitable cracks from forming 

between the fi1lin and the ides of the cavity, ecpecially at 

the mouth, the briquette are nailed firmly to the ides of the 

opening. Tsually the briqueYes are merely built u into a wall 

in the front of the cavity, a Eolid filler of some compound being 

used behind. 

There are sliht differences in the preparation of the cavit 

for the use of briquettes and concrete. In concrete it is desir- 

able that the cavity be larer behind than in front in order to 

hold the fUla in place. In usina briquettes, the walls of the 

cavity should he asnnearly peroedicular a possi'cl. 

çúJ Jo0 

r , 

Ib O (J 

d 00 

Cement and asphalt 
briquette filling. 

X section. Jooden brace with 
cement-briquette fillin. 
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CHAPTER VIL 

IMPLEMENTS AND MATERIALS 

The tools used for excision work consist mainly of 

the conventional woodwoking tools specially adapted to 

removing deca:ed wood from cavities. Foremost among these 

are carnnter! gouges. The larger sizes are especially use- 

ful, the inch and a half and two inch sized being preferred. 

Smallei sizes have their special uses also. 

The rouges should be the outside-ground, socket-handled typo 

end an iron ring is best around the butt to prevent splitting. 

For a longer reach, in inside work, a hardwood wagon spoke 

may be inssrted in the socket. 

Mallets are necessary adjuncts to the couges, those of 

lignum vitae heinci' the lonaest lived. The heavier Weights make 

for faster wekt, though lighter heads have their uses as well 

for small cavities and those hard to reach. 

In large cavity work a hand axe may often he useful as 

will an adze. Pruning saws are valuable for shaping the 

openinrs. 

As yet no satisfactory machines have been devised for tree 

work, the very nature of the task making human labor a necessity. 

In this connection some mention may be made of scaffolding 
which is a useful adlunct on any work which is extensive and 



confined to the upper tortions of the tree. Anyone with 

an elementary knowledge of construction will be able to 

adapt the proper scaffolding to individual re1uirernents. 

For cement work, especisily for use with the dry r:ethod 

of CelTity f1l1in, a arden trowel i a cfficient, and often 

more ao, than the triangular mesonE'' tool. 

In the intpeEts of cleanliness it ïht be stated that 

cavity eci ion is an activity which leaves yarth and lawne 

littered with debris. It i always wise to provide adequate 

canvas to catch the chips of d.ead'wood which will necessarily 

be scattered around the base of the tree. 

ThouFh has been said in the chapters on repair concerning 

the various materials used in tree work and their relative 

merits. rany of the preparations commonly used for this wrk, 

however, are covered by patents and this muFt he considered 

when they are ued. It lE now possible to find on the market 

a vast assortment of preparations ready mixed for many needs, 

both for cavity work and that of:less extensive character. 

yost of these have their advantages and may be relied upon 

with the ue of a moderate amount of caution. Powever,it is 

sometirnee less epenEive to obtain the ingredientE and prepare 

tkem as the work progresses. 
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CHAPTER VTII 

PREVENTION BETTER THAN CURE 

prom the foregoin discussions of the difficulty, expense, 

and uncertainty of repairing tree injuries, it i fairly 

obvious that proper care in the prevention of these injuries 

will yield returns in vat disproportion to the initial cost. 

A large percentage of the cavities and wounds which the 

tree sureon is celled upon to treat are the results of in- 

correct pruning of limbs. This is one of the fundamental 

elements of tree work which, if properly done, ha no dele- 

terious effect upon the physiology of the tree and actually 

improves its condition. 

The primary rule for pruning is t-e removal of limbs 

close to the trunk; so cloFe, in fact, that the silhouette 

shows no protuberence whatever. Thir i necessitated by the 

structure end function of the cambium. ?y removing the limb 

as close a poss ible to the trunk the wound is assured of á 

plentiful suly of sap and consequent healing in a sinimum of 

time. Elementary though this is there are innumerable cases 

in which this principle haslbeen nelected. 

The same general rule applies to removal of part of the 

main stem. In order to prevent the entrance of water and the 

decay resulting it is necessary to Elope all cuts of this nature 
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so that there tE no flat surface for the 

còllection of water. 

The oue is an item of auxii]iary 

equipment which lE quite important in the 

removal of limbe, beina used to so hape 
( 

the cut that healing Ic ea y. The Tall 
/ / 

(L17 

pockat forTed above a stub after the initIl Hy j 
! 

sawing off of the limb1 must be removed 
I ¡ i 

with this tool and the whole surface 

smoothed. 

The lower point at which a limb is removed will often be- 

come a pocket for the collection of water unless special care 

is usad to remove it. In the second dresslng,appliad after 

the wound has dried out, this pocket may be shaved off or dilled 

so as to prevent the entranca of decay. 

In the healin& process, callus groth ic usually best 

where the bark pres Eure is least. For this reason lt is often 

desirabic to accelerate the callur growth by lihtiy Elittin the 

bark on a forming callus. This will stimulate growth and make 

the time of healing much shorter. 

It may be in trees having a fast and heavy bark crowth, 

particularly of the corky layer, that the callus will become 

"bark bound." littng the bark of the callus is especially 

valuable under such conditions. 

What haE been said of bracin may he taken to Include not 

only the time after injury, but ao as a preventative masure. 



Proper bracin. of weak or deformed trees, where pruning 

will do no good, may be the eanr of raving costly and dan- 

gerous repair work later. 

The multitude of small, seeminly unimportant injuries 

suffered iTy trees in the process of gard:ning, clipping lawns, 

or most of all in constructing new buildings, must be handled 
¿5 

when and h they ocurr. 

An instance f this is the habit of placing planks between 

two trees for the purpose of forring a seat. The usual result 

is, that in tirre, the cambium is crushed and circulation of 

the sap stopped at each of these points. As the tree con- 

tnue to arow, the ends of the planks may be completely 

burie, and rotting out, provide sn excellent entranceay for 

rot. 

Diapnrjs of Tree Ailments 

It j inevitable that the tree rureon will ba called 

upon at times to diagnose the obscure cauces which often 

lead to the dasith of trees, particularly those which are 

placed in entirely alien surroundings. The growth of trees 

in the confines of cities and parks is uncertain at best, and 

the competition offered by drainage f the soil, compacting, 

and the presence of great blocks of paving often proves, too 

mu ch. 

This requires a thorough analysis of the conditions under 

which the tree In question hapen to he growing, or attempting 
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to ro7. 

In the case of' compacting the remedy is obvious. reakin 

up of the oi1 a much as i poE sible, and a certain amount of 

fertilization will often remedy 

the trouble. In those trecE which 

are growing surrounded by lawn, how- 

ever, this cannot 'ce done. The Davey 

Institute of Tree 'urery has devised 

a method of comhatth. this condition 

which both ireserves the anoearance of the :rass and allows the 

tree to obtsin the necessary water. 

In this a system of "wel' dug surroundin the tree, 

about the capacity of a good sized barrel. The sides are sloped 

back and the bottom filled with broken tones or brick. Then 

a pipe is placed in the center and the entire hole filled 

with the bricks or stones. A cap o cement is placed in the 

neck, below the surface of the erase, 4 'the pipe projecting 

slightly above this. This enables a hose to be turned into the 

cavity below and the roots of the tree may be atered directly. 
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NOTES ON SPECIES 

In the treatment of patholo1cal cond1tion in any 

living or;anisrn the factors of variation muet be considered. 

It le impossible, in any natural cience, to lay down blanket 

rules and reu1atlons arbitrarily and expect results which 

will he consistently uniform at all times. 

The forezoing chapters have attempted to a'cproach this 

state of affairs as closely as possible and yet leave room 

for individual reactions and variations. The apple cart, in 

any hioloical science, is eas ily upset; reducin5 previously 

tried and tested methods and. theories to so much rubbish. 

It is essential that individual peculiarities be dealt with 

first in dianosln ailments of any kind. This applies to 

trees as sell as more plastic organisms. 

The following is a brief summary of special points which 

may influence the treatment of the more common types of trees 

which would come under the jurlsdctlon of this science. 

Beech 

In common with a great many deciduous trees, the beech 

la sublect to the attacks of the white heart rot. This dis- 

eaae,which in time affects the majority of deciduous trees, is 

especially severe in beech. It may be that in old stands) 

over ninety percent of all individuals willube affected. 
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It is not an uncommon occurence in may parts of the east to 

come upon a fine stand of mature beech timber, which upon closer 

inspection, proves to be literally permeated with this destruct- 

ive rot; great, hollow reEoundin boles being the rule in 

tree after tree and soundness confined to the young. timber of 

the group. Wany.of the old trees will exist decade after 

decade, apparently resisting the rot until nothing more than 

a mere shell remains. 

There are no special rules to be observed in treating the 

cavities. thus formed, and the rules which apply elsewhere may be 

safely used here. The bark is more likely to dry out, however, 

then in many other species end it is well to keep the cut 

waxed until the healing process is under way. 

In dianoEis it must he remembered that the beech, as a 

species, iE highly intolerant of any changes in its natural 

environment, particularly as regards its water supply. Any 

apprecia'le increase or decrease is quite likely to reult in 

the dying back of the top ,forming a neat of dead braches which 

make an ideal spot for the entrance of rot fungi. The deficient 

soil conditions n:ut be remedied at once, in a case of this 

kind, and the dead top trimned severely back. The greatest 

of care is necessary in dressing the cuts. 

The individual beech may fall into one of two general 

form types. There ere those in which the branches, instead of 

arising at right angles to the trunk, shoot abruptly upward 

and form many 'cad crotches. T'is type is more Eubject to decay 

than the other, and the limbs remain onger after they are dead. 
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This provides entry or rot. 

eech does not react well to severe pruning for pur- 

poseE of rejuvenation unless te remaining Etructure is 

well supplied with folia:e. 

irch 

T0 great problem of special treatment is involved in 

conEiderEtion of the 'circh. In the white-barked Epecies, 

however, there sornetirneE ariseE the neceEsity of avoiding 

conspicuous and unsightly aplications of tar and asphalt. 

some measure oÍ' disfiguring materials may be avoided by the 

use of white lead Ehaded so as to match the bark as nearly 

as possible. This, of course, applies to other enera than 

birch when a lis'ht barked tree is being treated. 

A common situation is eeen in the black scarE which 

are so abundant on many birches. These may be avôided to 

sorse extent by using. a coatin: of.clear varnish a soon as 

possible afterthe wound is inflicted. The drying and 

cracking of the inner bark may he lessened in this way. 

The applicstion o white lead paint may be hsed here also 

with satisfactory effect so long as the tree is not near 

enough to view for the patching to be conspicuous. 

Catalpa 

Catalpa, particularly the globular catalpa,(C.bungeî), 

is especially subject to breakage after it has attained 
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moderate s ize. To rreent this from ocurrin it is 

advisable to prune annually and hold the tree within a 

safe size. In caEe of severe breakage, the split limbs 

should be removed and the remainder pruned back heavily. 

The tree will regain its form and size in a few years. 

Oheury 

The cherry, in common with most of the E tone fruits, 

is subject to the wideEpread attack of the black knot 

disease. So far) it is imposE ible to destroy the cauEátive 

fungus by any antiseptic application. The only effective 

measure is removal of the infected parts which Ehould be 

immediately burned. 

The bark of' the cherry is peculiar in that it is con- 

tinually under tension, and as the tree grows, it splits 

off' in horizontal fragments. This is a handicap in the 

niakins', of incisions as the bark will roll back from the wound 

and allowthe softer inner bark to dry out and crack. The 

same thing ocurr& when the trunk i froEt cracked and injures 

not only the health but alEo the apoearnce of the tree. 

To prevent the bark rolling, it i neceEsary to drive 

several Email nails half an inch from the incision and not 

driven too deeply. It i sometimes customary to slit the bark 

hsck of the incision to release the tension. This is likely 

to mar the surface of the bark, howaver, and cause more or 

less permanent welts. 
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Che E tnut 

Due to the prevalence of the chertnut blight, it is 

obviousl unwise to invest a large anount of time or money 

in the repair of old trees infected with any disease whatever 

within the zone of the blight. ven in a locality in which 

the light is not of epidemic proportions there is seldom 

any justification for etens ive work. 

The chestnut reacts well to pruning, however, and old, 

hollow trunks may be made to support luxurious tops by heavy 

pruning. 

Polyporous suiphureous, the red heart rot, is especially 

liable to be found in over:ature trunks. Infection by this 

fungus practically obviates effective repair. If an work 

whatever is done, it hould be confined to otecting the 

cavity from insects. In most cases cleaning of the open 

cavities and shortening of the larger limbs to take the strain 

off the trunk constitutes the only desirable repairs. 

In healthy trees, continual caution should be exercised 

to prevent infection through dead limbs and stubs. These 

must be removed and treated as they appear. 

E 1m 

While the elm is subject to the usual number of hardwood 

diseases, no special procedures should be followed except that, 

in cavity work, ample time should be allowed for the moisture 



of the green wood to dry out. lm, characteristically, con- 

tains a great deal of moisture,and Epecial note should be 

made of this point. Ordinarily a minimum time of a month or 

two should be allowed for the cavity to dry, infection being 

forestalled by the ue of some non-filling antiseptic such as 

copper sulphate or corrosive Eublimate. 

The characteristic branching habit of the elm makes it 

necessary, quite often, to resort to bracing of various kinds 

to rrevent excessive breakaee. olts should be used for this 

purpose; néver bands or chains. 

H cml oc k 

TJsually,thi tree is not in a position to come under the 

jurisdiction of the tree sureon. However, there are cases 

ïhere it may be planted in parks and municipal recreational 

areas. 

Red heart rot is the most usual disease of the hemlock. 

The fungi gain entrance to the bole through dead branches and 

broken limbs. These should be removed and treated as in 

other species. 

H ickory 

Vany of the usual diseases affect hickory, though all 

things condidered}it is a hardy species. It is especially 

liable to become bark bound, due to the toughness of the 

bark. In such a case the bark should be slit vertic1ly. 
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HorEle-Ches tnut 

Has a tendency to crotch rather badly. Th1 may be 

avoided by proer pruning in the early Etaes of development. 

A1Eo subject to bifurcate divis ion of the trunk which should 

he checked early. Not zreatly bothered by diE'eae a it is a 

planted EpecleE and rather hardr. FroEt crackE ill ocurr 

occasionally, but these cacnot be helped and must be treated as 

a viound. 

Linden 

The linden is frequently attacked by a Ereat variety of 

fun5i. It may so happen in sume cases that the entire top will 

be broken off, leavin a hi trunk from which numerous adven- 

titiouc buds will develop, and later a den growth of lateral 

branches. 

These should be thinned and runed occasionally to prevent 

them breaking loose from the trunk. Tüch trees as this react 

favorably to severe pruniri forpurposes of reluvination. any 

apparentl-\r hoce1es caser may be reclaimed in this way. 

Due to the weakness of the wood, the linden may assume 

many wierd shapes in the course of its growth. Âlthouth the 

wood is weak and the branche may bend, the bark is strong and 

tough and the limbs may develop in a twisted manner. raoing 

isan important factor in maintainin the appearence of these 

trees. 

It is fortunate that the linden has a s trong tendency to 

replace old branches which may have to be emoved because of 
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disease or malformation. y proper care this species may ov:r- 

come oreat handicaps incident to its. development. 

Flack Locust 

The locust may he included in the category of trees which 

it is riot worth while to eoend ecemsive effort and money to 

reclaim. Due to the consimtent and deadly attacks of the locust 

borer, any chance of murvival under adverse cOnditions is open 

to question. 

There is also a yellow heart-rot which enters the wood 

through the tunnels of the borers and takes its toll. 

M ap le 

Msples have few tendencies or weaknesses which make special 

precautions necessaryin its treatment. pie sörne- 

what subject to 2rost cracks, which, of course, must be treated 

in the regular way. :ilveraple is inclined to form bad crotches 

which must be attended to in its earlier years. In older trees 

the crotch formmation may be made less danerous by proper 

bracing. 

In almost any species of maple there is a teLdency for the 

larger limbs to tear out of the trunk and other more primary 

limbs. This forms long, shallow cavities which should be treated 

by the open method. Often is effective. 

Severe pruning, in all maples except sugar maple, and to 

some extent in that also, is effective to a greater extent than 

in most trees. AdMentitious shoots' are readily developed. 
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C' ak 

o representative a tree lE the oak that alinoEt any rulee 
laici down for procedure rray be applied to it. Not only is it 
exceptionally wind-firm and sidaptable to changing conditions, but 
its wood is so res itant to decay that large excavations and 

filling are thvariably followed by a large percentage of success. 
The very qualities of the wood, however, may make the 

location of decay a difficult matter. Apparently sound wood may 

in many cases, conceal extensive rot beneath. For this reason 
it is wise to use exceptional care in the diagnosis of its con- 

dition. 

ycsirrore 

Frequent and extensive hollows are the rule in this species, 
and this condition may often be remedies more readily by the use 
of open cavity sy tems than by fillings. The tree react s vieil 
to severe pruning and this quality may be considered to advantage 
when applying restorative meaures. 

Tulip 

eak wood makes breakage and cavities of frequent ocurr a ncc 

in this species. The larer limbe have a tendency to snlit 
longitudinally whenjtheir weight becomes too great fôr the 
strength of the wood. This may be remed.ied by heavy bracing 
and the application of antiseptic dressings. The condition may 

often be nrevented by bracing or removal where possible.. 



.' al nu t 

The principal infectiom reult from attack by both red 

and white heart rots. A peculiar condition EOmetimeE develop 

whereby the ntire hase of the tree may be decayed and hollow 

and the upper trunk and 1irnh remain mound. 

The red and white heart rotm are not serious however, and 

the resimtance of the wood im great enough to insure the well 

being of the n'oority of individuals. 

'N flow 

xtremely subject to breakage, as are the allied poplars 

and cottonwoods. Due to the very rapid growth of this snecies, 

however, woundm which have been roprly treated heal rapidly 

and reatrnent is umually wortwhile on younger trees. 

The gnarled and contorted trunks of very old speciméns. 

nay not be worth the epenme necessary to reclaim them, and 

it may be taken for rmnted that the raat majority of old 

willows are infected with rot. Thim im due to the breakage of 

the larger limbs and the resulting wounds which allow the in- 

grecs of fungi. 

uch of this may be prevented or minimized by proper 

hracin:. 
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